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With the advance of technology, the portable computer have come smaller and pow-

erful. We can carry the computer to everywhere and can use every time with the network

connection. We call these environments as \mobile computing environments", and it en-

ables very useful variety of computing. These ordinary mobile computers have PC card

slots and batteries, so we can use many types of devices by inserting PC card devices and

can use computers continuously without AC adapters. By using PC card devices, device

con�gurations of the computer is dynamically change with inserting device or removing.

And such mobile computers also have the APM (Advanced Power Management) BIOS.

APM enables to controlling power of CPU, disks and any of devices of the mobile com-

puter. It also have managing function of batteries. By using APM, we can know about

remaining batteries, status of charging and availability of AC adapters.

By using these devices, the state of environments of computer is dynamically change.

It means that device con�gurations, remaining batteries and availability of AC adapter

be a�ect the execution of applications. It is very useful that applications dynamically

change behavior to adapt to the environment.

In this paper, we propose a framework for building adaptive applications in mobile

computing environments.
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First, we present the modi�cation of Real-Time Mach Microkernel for supporting PC

card devices and APM device. It enables that operating systems can change dynamically

device con�gurations by inserting a PC card or removing a PC card, and we can get status

of battery or availability of the AC adapter. So we also propose Event Manager that deliver

events generated in the kernel to user-level servers. And propose Environment Server

architecture that deliver events needed by the application to applications by �ltering. In

this architecture, the �lter of event can describe with the Tcl scripting language. By

inserting �lters to the Environment Server , applications can receive events to change

behavior. Finally, we describe some adaptive applications that use Environment Server.

Environment Server provides a good abstraction for event types, resource names and

control of system components. We can use path names to specify events, resource control

when writing applications. With the using path names, we can access uniform to all of

the system resources. For example:

/localhost/pccard/event

/localhost/pccard/event/inserted

/localhost/apm/status/batt

/localhost/apm/control/suspend

Path names are construct from the host name, the component name, event types,

status types and controls. And an every path object has a script written by Tcl scripting

language, and with casting to path objects applications can refer the resource. To get

events, application install a scripts speci�ed a path name. Applications can also make a

conditions with specify a event and some resources in the scripts. For Example, we can

describe in scripts as follows:

path : /localhost/pccard/event/inserted

script: "if { [cast /localhost/apm/status/ac-online] == 1 } {\n

set ret \"card inserted and ac-online\"\n

}\n"

When we specify these scripts, application gets noti�cation when a card was inserted and

a battery status is AC on-line.

Environment Server architecture will provide these advances.

� It enables deliver events e�ciency from kernel to user-level server.
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� It can describe event �lters by Tcl Scripting Language.

� By using Environment Server, applications can refer the system resource.

� And also, Environment Server provide a good abstractions to applications with

accessing event types, resource names.

� Environment Server user libraries provide good way to access the server.

These character are able to advantage of building adaptive applications that using

events, referencing resources and controls. And it also provides to applications a good

abstraction of events, resources and control.

The outline of this thesis is as follows:

� In chapter 1, we introduce the outline of the this research.

� We discuss the problems that why need adaptive applications and how to develop

adaptive applications in such as mobile computing environments in chapter 2.

� And we discuss work related to writing adaptive software using system events, pro-

viding abstraction of resources to applications, and developing adaptive applications,

in chapter 3.

� We propose a framework for building adaptive applications in mobile computing en-

vironments in chapter 4. It Also describe about modi�cations to Real-Time Mach

Microkernel to support PC card devices and APM device, Event Manager that en-

ables deliver events to user-level programs and describe the overview of Environment

Server architecture.

� And then, we describe about Environment Server that provide the event delivering

mechanisms and abstractions of resources to applications, in chapter 6. We also

describe about the script for writing event �lters, interfaces to applications and user

libraries to support writing applications.

� In chapter 6, we show some examples using Environment Server to build applica-

tions. And we discuss about e�ects of our framework.

� Finally, we will conclude this thesis in chapter 7.
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In this research, we develop a prototype system and applications as follows:

� Modi�cations to Real-Time MachMicrokernel supporting PC card devices and APM

device.

� Event Manager,it extensions kernel function.

� Environment Server software.

� And some of example applications( cardmonitor, esh, webcontrol.)
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